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• Summarize and give context to research

•Help you manage your own psychology

•Demystify team and market behaviors

Goals



Cognitive Biases?



• Shortcuts, Heuristics

• Irrationality

• Shared by everyone

Cognitive Biases?



Cognitive Biases?



• Survivorship Bias

• Impostor Syndrome

•Motivation

Topics



•Not a psychologist

•Not a researcher in this field

• This is a summary

Disclamer



World War II Bombers



World War II Bombers



Where to Place the Armor?



Allied Mathematician



Where to Place the Armor?



The logical error of concentrating on the people or 
things that "survived" some process and inadvertently 
overlooking those that did not because of their lack of 
visibility.

- Wikipedia

Survorship Bias



Misconception:
You should focus on success to become successful

Business



Business



Famous Developers



Conference Survivorship Bias

Colleges and conferences prefer speakers who shine as 
examples of making it through adversity, of struggling 
against the odds and winning. The problem here is that 
you rarely take away from these inspirational figures 
advice on what not to do, on what you should avoid, 
and that’s because they don’t know.

- David McRaney, You Are Not So Smart



Result of the Bias

• Success seems more common than it is

•No advice on what takes down a studio

•Misplaced effort when starting out



Personal Experience



Team Problems

•Overbearing founder / manager

• Too large or unclear roles

• Emotional and financial pressure

•Weak self-care



No Business Sense

•Building the wrong game

•Negative perception of business



No Parachute

•Good business sense

• Focusing too much on current game

•Keep 6 months of runway



Studio Killers

1. Team breakup or burnout

2. Poor market fit, no business sense

3. Game fails, no backup



Survivor Issues

• Finding and optimizing the fun

• Technical and design agility

•Marketing and PR to drive discoverability



Indiepocalypse



Triple I



Myth



Photography



• Survivors perpetrated a myth

•Dead studios were invisible

•More failures today, and more visible

Survivorship Bias



Indiepocalypse



• Find people that did everything right, and still failed

•What could they have done to survive?

My Advice



Video Games Market



What is Luck?



Antichamber



Antichamber

“Luck is a multiplier on your efforts, it should not be 
the thing that makes or breaks your success.”

- Alexander Bruce



"According to psychologist Richard Wiseman, luck –
bad or good – is just what you call the results of a 
human being consciously interacting with chance, and 
some people are better at interacting with chance than 
others.“

- David McRaney, You Are Not So Smart

What is Luck?



Unlucky People



Lucky People



Bell Curve



•Keep taking risks

•Accept manageable damage

•Avoid catastrophe every step of the way

Lucky Strategy



Survivorship Bias

• “Just looking at the successful people was making me 
miss out on half the story.”

- Alexander Bruce



• Survivorship Bias is about ignoring failures because 
they aren’t visible

•Game development is an industry where this bias is 
pervasive

• Luck is your interaction with chance, you have some 
control

Takeaway



Your Studio



Leadership



Leadership



A psychological phenomenon in which people are 
unable to internalize their accomplishments. Despite 
external evidence of their competence, those with the 
syndrome remain convinced that they are frauds and 
do not deserve the success they have achieved.

- Wikipedia

Impostor Syndrome



• Feeling like a fake

•Attributing success to luck

•Discounting success

Symptoms



•Affects high-achievement, high-success people

•Not a medical condition, not low self-esteem

•Recurring self-doubt

Description
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Women and Minorities



Dunning-Kruger Effect



•People least skilled have large blind spots

•People most skilled don’t give themselves credit

Explanation



Learning Cycle



•Know it exists

Dealing With It



Know It Exists



•Know it exists

•Get a support group

Dealing With It



You Are Not Alone



•Know it exists

•Get a support group

•Challenge automatic thoughts

Dealing With It



The Struggle

• “I’m in over my head”

• “I’m not qualified for this”

• “Where did I go wrong?”



Newsflash

•Building a studio or leading a team is hard

• You learn only by doing it

• For leaders, the mean score is 22/100



The Hero versus the Coward

Fear and Courage



•Personal challenge

•Difficult skill to learn

• Focus on the road, not the wall

Managing Your Psychology



Motivation



Eternal Silence



Eternal Silence



Eternal Silence



Common Advice

• Small Projects

•Break everything down

•Give yourself rewards



Clear Vision



Task Breakdown

Game

Art Sound UI Gameplay

Combat 
System

Player 
Progression

Levels

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 …



• If you reward something, you get more of it

• If you punish something, you get less of it

Motivation



Scientific Research



Scientific Research



Scientific Research

•As expected

• Larger reward = better 
performance



Scientific Research

•Rudimentary cognitive 
skill or creativity

• Larger reward = poorer 
performance



Traditional carrot and stick motivation doesn’t work

Motivation



Motivation

• Extrinsic Motivation

• Intrinsic Motivation



Why Extrinsic Doesn’t Work

• It leads to tunnel vision on the reward.

• It stifles creativity.

• It turns it into work, removing intrinsic motivation.



Rewards for Drawing



Rewards for Drawing



Intrinsic Motivation



Motivation Drives



•Control over your work

• Freedom to play at work

Autonomy and Play



• Trust your team

•Allow for play

•Get out of their way

Autonomy



• Foster trust

•Guide, don’t dictate

•Creative days

Autonomy @ Double Stallion



•Getting better - Flow

•Chasing the impossible

• Enjoying the journey

Mastery and Potential



•Create a sense of potential

• Escalating challenges for your team

•Personal growth

•Move fast and break things

Build Mastery



Build Mastery



•Reason you do what you do

•Big Hairy Audacious Goal

•Making the world a better 
place

Purpose



•Apple: “To make a contribution to the world by 
making tools for the mind that advance humankind.”

•Riot Games: “To be the most player-focused game 
company in the world.”

•Blizzard: “Dedicated to creating the most epic 
entertainment experiences...ever.”

Purpose



•Answer “Why?”

•Create your vision and share it

•Must not let profit be your purpose

Build Purpose



Build Purpose



•Don’t confuse milestones and tasks with total 
motivation

•Avoid using rewards as motivation, use surprises 
instead

•Allow your team to have autonomy, mastery and 
purpose

Takeaway



• Survivorship Bias
• Indiepocalypse
• Luck

• Impostor Syndrome

•Motivation

Conclusion



• David McRaney, You Are Not So Smart: Survivorship Bias

• Alexander Bruce, Antichamber: An Overnight Success, 
Seven Years In The Making

• Rami Ismail, How to Survive Your First Indie Game For 
Dummies

• Nicholas Laborde, The Negative Perception of Business in 
Indie Games

• Roger Paffrath, What NOT to do when starting an an indie 
developer

References: Survivorship Bias

http://youarenotsosmart.com/2013/05/23/survivorship-bias/
http://www.gdcvault.com/play/1020776/Antichamber-An-Overnight-Success-Seven
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PZn9a9-Gyc0
http://gamasutra.com/blogs/NicholasLaborde/20150615/246109/The_Negative_Perception_of_Business_in_Indie_Games.php
http://www.gamasutra.com/blogs/RogerPaffrath/20131115/204871/What_NOT_to_do_when_starting_as_an_indie_game_developer.php


•Morgan Jaffit, Indipocalypse, or the birth of Triple-I?

•Ryan Clark, The 5 Myths of the Indiepocalypse

•Matthew Handrahan, tinyBuild: Indiepocalypse? What 
Indiepocalypse?

• Sergey Galyonkin, #Indiepocalypse is nigh (or not)

References: Indiepocalypse

https://medium.com/@morganjaffit/indipocalypse-or-the-birth-of-triple-i-eba64292cd7a#.s4mhgk2xy
http://gamasutra.com/blogs/RyanClark/20150908/253087/The_5_Myths_of_the_Indiepocalypse.php
http://www.gamesindustry.biz/articles/2015-10-05-tinybuild-indiepocalypse-what-indiepocalypse
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B2gwWWZ1T9E


• Tanya X. Short, Overcoming Impostor’s Syndrome

•Caltech Counseling: Impostor Syndrome

• Tal Yarkoni, What the Dunning-Kruger Effect Is and 
Isn’t

•Kyle Eschenroeder, 21 Proven Ways to Overcome 
Impostor Syndrome

•Richard Moss, Impostor Syndrome: Game Developers 
Who Feel Like Frauds

References: Impostor Syndrome

http://www.gamasutra.com/blogs/TanyaXShort/20140716/220938/Overcoming_Impostors_Syndrome.php
https://counseling.caltech.edu/general/InfoandResources/Impostor
http://www.talyarkoni.org/blog/2010/07/07/what-the-dunning-kruger-effect-is-and-isnt/
http://startupbros.com/21-ways-overcome-impostor-syndrome/
http://www.polygon.com/features/2016/1/22/10776792/imposter-syndrome-game-developers-who-feel-like-frauds


•RSA Animate: Drive

•Dr Jemery Dean, PsyBlog: How Rewards Can Backfire 
an Reduce Motivation

• Lindsay McGregor and Neel Doshi, Amazon’s No 
Outlier: The Science Behind Broken Work Cultures

References: Motivation

http://www.goodreads.com/videos/11079-rsa-animate---drive-the-surprising-truth-about-what-motivates-us
http://www.spring.org.uk/2009/10/how-rewards-can-backfire-and-reduce-motivation.php
http://www.fastcompany.com/3050251/what-amazon-can-teach-us-about-high-performing-work-cultures


Recommended Reading



Recommended Reading



Thank You!

www.dblstallion.com

dan@dblstallion.com
@dblstallion - @LDeemen

http://www.dblstallion.com/
mailto:dan@dblstallion.com

